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1 FULL COMPRESSION RATES
In Table 1 we compare the structure size when encoding our test scenes with a standard SVDAG, a pointer compressed SVDAG (ESVDAG), a symmetry-aware SVDAG (SSVDAG) and their lossy variants compressed with our lossy compression technique (respectively LSVDAG, LESVDAG, and LSSVDAG) when using our defined default compression parameters. Additionally we include the memory requirements of a standard SVO encoding. Please note that the amount of SVDAG nodes in the original SVDAG and the SVDAG remains the same, since the difference resides only in the variable bit pointer encoding; the same is true in the case of an LSVDAG and an LESVDAG.

In Figure 1, we show a graphical representation of the size ratio obtained when using the different DAG encodings for the original data and our lossy version.

2 COMPARISON IMAGES
In Figure 2 we showcase example close-up screenshots of our test scenes in order to showcase the types of errors introduced by our compression algorithm using our default compression parameters and an aggressive set of compression parameters. As can be seen in the figure, the error is well distributed among the whole scene, making the individual added or subtracted voxels difficult to distinguish. Furthermore, the error is introduced in mostly curved areas, since flat areas tend to correspond to subtrees with a high effective reference count, which are excluded from our clustering procedure.
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Table 1. Structure size of our structure output with defaults parameters compared to the input SVDAG. Bits per voxel metric is specified for the highest resolution at which the dataset was processed. Some entries are missing due to hardware limitations.
Fig. 1. Memory reduction (as a size percentage ratio) comparison of the LSVDAG relative to the SVDAG, the LESVDAG relative to the ESVDAG, and LSSVDAG relative to the SSVDAG.
Fig. 2. A visualization of the errors introduced by our compression method in different scenes using default parameters and high compression parameters, for the Epic Citadel (top), Lucy (middle) and Powerplant (bottom) test scenes at 32K³ resolution. For the high compression of the Lucy scene, we only increased the threshold on effective reference count to 4. For the rest of the scenes, we used an inflation of 1.5, difference factor 4 and reference count threshold 4 as high compression settings. The voxel difference is highlighted in red.